Sock Stockings

Take inspiration from the Snowdog’s stripy sock ears and make festive stockings to use as decorations. Older children may enjoy finding old fabric to cut, sew and decorate, whilst younger children can decorate a colourful or stripy sock with glitter glue, sequins and bells.

You will need

- Socks to decorate or fabric to sew
- Thread
- Scissors
- Needle
- Pins
- Ribbon
- Pom-poms, bells, glitter glue, ribbons, sequins, felt shapes, sparkly wool or any other decorations you would like to add to your stocking
- Stocking template if making from scratch, we’ve used some newspaper to draw our stocking onto

Instructions

1. Draw your stocking template onto some newspaper

2. Cut out your template and pin to the fabric
3. Cut out your stocking shape

4. Sew the two pieces together with the right sides facing in, removing the pins as you go.

5. Turn your stocking right side out and decorate with ribbon, bells, sequins, glitter glue or shapes cut out of felt.